Index Php/Events
When somebody should go to the book stores, search start
by shop, shelf by shelf, it is in reality problematic. This is
why we give the books compilations in this website. It will
entirely ease you to see guide index php/Events as you
such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you
truly want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house,
workplace, or perhaps in your method can be every best
place within net connections. If you strive for to download
and install the index php/Events, it is utterly easy then,
before currently we extend the belong to to buy and make
bargains to download and install index php/Events
appropriately simple!

Entrepreneurship
Education at Universities
Christine K. Volkmann
2017-06-15 This volume
discusses entrepreneurship
education in Europe on the
basis of in-depth case
studies of related activities
at twenty higher education
institutions. Based on a
model of entrepreneurship
education, the analysis
addresses curricular and
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extra-curricular teaching, as
well as the institutional and
stakeholder context of
delivering entrepreneurship
education within higher
educational institutions. The
book oﬀers both insightful
entrepreneurship teaching
practices and a discussion of
potential organizational
drivers and barriers.
Accordingly, it provides a
valuable resource for
researchers, instructors, and
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managers of
entrepreneurship education
alike.
The Moment of Speech
Annie Morrison 2021-11-18
Annie Morrison, creator of
the Morrison Bone Prop,
abandons the notion that
language and thought are
mainly processed in the left
cerebral hemisphere, and
coaches the actor to speak
from the heart. Through this
method, words acquire
physical properties, such as
weight, texture, colour and
kinetic force. Think about
Martin Luther King, Mao
Zedong or Malala Yousafzai;
potent speech impacts
external events. And
internally, it forms and
shapes the world of the
speaker. Seeing articulation
as a purely mechanical skill
is detrimental to an actor's
process: it is crucial to
understand what language
is doing on a biological level.
This workbook is invaluable
for actors, both professional
and in training, and also for
voice and speech teachers.
Error: Glitch, Noise, and Jam
index-php-events
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in New Media Cultures Mark
Nunes 2011-01-01 Divided
into three sections, Error
brings together established
critics and emerging voices
to oﬀer a signiﬁcant
contribution to the ﬁeld of
new media studies. In the
ﬁrst section, "Hack,"
contributors explore the
ways in which errors,
glitches, and failure provide
opportunities for critical and
aesthetic intervention within
new media practices. In the
second section, "Game,"
they examine how errors
allow for intentional and
accidental co-opting of rules
and protocols toward
unintended ends. The ﬁnal
section, "Jam," considers the
role of error as both an
inherent "counterstrategy"
and a mode of tactical
resistance within a network
society. By oﬀering a timely
and novel exploration into
the ways in which error and
noise "slip through" in
systems dominated by
principles of eﬃciency and
control, this collection
provides a unique take on
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the ways in which
information theory and new
media technologies inform
cultural practice.
Egyptology in the
Present Carolyn GravesBrown 2015-06-01 This
volume builds bridges
between usually-separate
social groups, between
diﬀerent methodologies and
even between disciplines. It
is the result of an innovative
conference held at Swansea
University in 2010, which
brought together leading
craftspeople and academics
to explore the all-too-often
opposed practices of
experimental and
experiential archaeology.
The focus is upon
Egyptology, but the volume
has a wider importance. The
experimental method is
privileged in academic
institutions and thus
perhaps is subject to clear
deﬁnitions. It tends to be
associated with the scientiﬁc
and technological. In
opposition, the experiential
is more rarely deﬁned and is
usually associated with
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schoolchildren, museums
and heritage centres; it is
often criticised for being
unscientiﬁc. The
introductory chapter of this
volume examines the
development of these
traditionally-assumed
diﬀerences, giving for the
ﬁrst time a critical and
careful deﬁnition of the
experiential in relation to
the experimental. The two
are seen as points on a
continuum with much
common ground. This claim
is borne out by succeeding
chapters, which cover such
topics as textiles,
woodworking and
stoneworking. And Salima
Ikram, Professor of
Egyptology at the American
University in Cairo, here
demonstrates remarkably
that our understanding of
the classic Egyptian
funerary practice of
mummiﬁcation beneﬁts
from both 'scientiﬁc'
experimental and sensual
experiential approaches.
The volume, however, is
important not only for
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Egyptology but for
archaeological method more
generally. The papers
illuminate the pioneering of
individuals who founded
modern archaeological
practice. Several papers are
truly groundbreaking and
deserve to circulate far
beyond Egyptology. Thus
the archaeologist Marquardt
Lund tackles the problem of
understanding the earliest
known depictions of ﬂint
knife manufacture, those
from an Egyptian tomb
dated around 1900 BC. He
shows the importance of
thinking outside 'traditional',
i.e. modern, knapping
practice. Lund's knapping
method, guided by the tomb
depictions, is surprising but
eﬀective, and very diﬀerent
from that presented in
manuals of lithic technology
or taught in academic
institutions.
Participants in the
International Legal
System Jean d'Aspremont
2011-04-20 The
international legal system
has weathered sweeping
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changes over the last
decade as new participants
have emerged. International
law-making and lawenforcement processes have
become increasingly multilayered with unprecedented
numbers of non-State
actors, including individuals,
insurgents, multinational
corporations and even
terrorist groups, being
involved. This growth in the
importance of non-State
actors at the law-making
and law-enforcement levels
has generated a lot of new
scholarly studies on the
topic. However, while it
remains uncontested that
non-State actors are now
playing an important role on
the international plane,
albeit in very diﬀerent ways,
international legal
scholarship has remained
riddled by controversy
regarding the status of
these new actors in
international law. This
collection features
contributions by renowned
scholars, each of whom
focuses on a particular
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theory or tradition of
international law, a region,
an institutional regime or a
particular subject-matter,
and considers how that
perspective impacts on our
understanding of the role
and status of non-State
actors. The book takes a
critical approach as it seeks
to gauge the extent to which
each conception and
understanding of
international law is
instrumental in the
perception of non-State
actors. In doing so the
volume provides a wide
panorama of all the
contemporary legal issues
arising in connection with
the growing role of nonstate actors in internationallaw making and
international lawenforcement processes.
Advancements in the
Philosophy of Design Pieter
E. Vermaas 2018-03-02 This
volume presents 25 essays
on the philosophy of design.
With contributions
originating from philosophy
and design research, and
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from product design to
architecture, it gives a rich
spectrum of state of the art
research and brings
together studies on
philosophical topics in which
design plays a key role and
design research to which
philosophy contributes.
Coverage zooms in on
speciﬁc and more wellknown design disciplines but
also includes less-studied
disciplines, such as graphic
design, interior architecture
and exhibition design. In
addition, contributors take
up traditional philosophical
issues, such as
epistemology, politics,
phenomenology and
philosophy of science. Some
essays cover philosophical
issues that emerge in
design, for instance what
design can do in addressing
societal problems, while
other essays analyze mainstream philosophical issues
in which design is part of the
argument, as for instance
abduction and aesthetics.
Readers will discover new
research with insightful
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analyses of design research,
design thinking and the
speciﬁcity of design. Overall,
this comprehensive
overview of an emerging
topic in philosophy will be of
great interest to researchers
and students.
Event Crowdsourcing Adrian
Segar 2019-10-31 Do your
conference programs
contain sessions you
belatedly discover were of
little interest or value to
most attendees? If so,
you're wasting signiﬁcant
stakeholder and attendee
time and money - your
conference is simply not as
good as it could be. Now
imagine you knew how to
create conference programs
that reliably include the
sessions and session
content attendees actually
want and need. How much
value would that add to your
event, for your attendees,
your sponsors, and your
bottom line? Event
Crowdsourcing: Creating
Meetings People Actually
Want and Need shows you
how to create conference
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programs and sessions that
reliably become what your
attendees want and need.
The product of over 25 years
of participant-driven
meeting design experience,
Event Crowdsourcing clearly
explains everything you
need to know to successfully
integrate eﬀective real-time
event crowdsourcing into
your programs and sessions.
Buy Event Crowdsourcing to
learn: Why it's so important
to create conference
programs and sessions that
attendees want and need.
When to use event
crowdsourcing for your
meetings and sessions. How
to choose the right
crowdsourcing approach for
your speciﬁc needs. Event
Crowdsourcing contains: A
comprehensive compendium
of crowdsourcing techniques
that will radically improve
your meetings. Clear
descriptions of the
preparation and resources
needed to ensure successful
implementation. Detailed
implementations for each
technique, including sample
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scripts and options to cover
your speciﬁc needs. "Adrian
Segar's ﬁrst two books Conferences That Work and
The Power of Participation have had a resoundingly
positive impact on the
meeting industry. Now,
meeting planners and
meeting-goers can further
beneﬁt from his newest
book: Event Crowdsourcing.
This book, both a why-to
and a how-to, is jam-packed
with proven guidelines,
techniques, and suggested
scripts to help you design
conferences and sessions
that are what attendees
want and need. It's clearly
organized and beautifully
written, and I'm happy to
recommend it." - Naomi
Karten, author of Managing
Expectations, Presentation
Skills for Technical
Professionals, and other
books "Actually giving
attendees what they want
and need instead of what
you think they want? What a
concept! Adrian Segar has
done it again. Event
Crowdsourcing is chock-full
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of detailed descriptions of
low-tech, low-cost solutions
that get to the core
concerns of meeting-goers
from any industry. It's a
must read for any meeting
planner!" -Brandt Krueger,
technical producer,
educator, speaker, and
event technology consultant
"For meeting designers like
us, Adrian's work is
priceless. He meticulously
documents all there is to
understand about
crowdsourcing,
participation, peer-to-peer
working, and empowerment
of conference audiences. His
unique views on these topics
make it easy to recognize
his training as a former
physicist, his facilitation
skills, and his belief in what
we humans can achieve
together." -Eric de Groot and
Mike van der Vijver, meeting
designers with MindMeeting,
and authors of Into the
Heart of Meetings "Adrian
Segar is a leader in crafting
the future of meetings.
Event Crowdsourcing is the
go-to tactical guide for
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planners to allow attendees
to create their own
meaningful experiences. In a
world where everyone is
talking about why events
need to generate connection
and engagement, Adrian has
written the how-to guide for
you." -Will Curran, founder,
Endless Events, and
#EventIcons, Event Tech,
and Event Brew podcast
host
Exporting Culture
Raphaela Henze 2014-01-03
Is European culture visible
enough in the globalized
world? Why is culture from
this continent often
perceived as ‘old-fashioned’
or even worse as ‘outdated’? Is the export of
national cultural products
and services – in most
European countries
subsidized by the taxpayer –
no longer relevant, or more
relevant than ever before? Is
it a huge waste of money,
time, and eﬀort or an
attempt to create another
form of globalization?
Culture – in its broadest
sense – is often viewed and
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accepted in ways that diﬀer
completely from those of
other internationally traded
goods. This might be one of
the reasons why so many
institutions, foundations and
cooperations invest time,
power, and money in
cultural projects. Is this an
exaggerated approach or an
intelligent recognition of the
genuine values of the 21st
century – creativity and
cultural sensitivity? These
and several other questions
concerning the export of
culture are addressed by
authors from diﬀerent
countries in order to initiate
a debate about the role
European cultural products
and services are able to play
globally.
The Ambidextrous
Organization Jens Maier
2015-07-08 How can
businesses balance the
demands of both exploiting
and exploring? Companies
and their leaders have to
use both hands: on the one
hand making next quarter's
targets through existing
business, whilst
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simultaneously exploring
new opportunities. This is
the ﬁrst book to explain how
to use this approach to
encourage innovation.
100 Things to Do in Houston
Before You Die A.J. Mistretta
2015-08-01 If you think you
know what Houston is all
about, think again. Long
recognized as a business
capital, today the Bayou City
is a destination for those
seeking unique culinary and
cultural experiences. Driven
by the most diverse
population in the nation,
Houston oﬀers restaurants,
festivals, museums and
more that celebrate cultures
from around the world. Far
more than your typical
travel itinerary, 100 Things
to Do in Houston Before You
Die is a deﬁnitive guide to
the real H-Town experience,
from oﬀ-the-beaten path
attractions like the Orange
Show to eclectic eats on
Long Point Road. You'll learn
about the people and places
that have shaped Houston
through the decades and
create your own experience
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in the nation's fourth-largest
city. Whether you're visiting
Houston for the ﬁrst time,
are a new resident or simply
want to reengage with the
city, this is the book you
need for the journey.
The Impact of Coproduction Aksel Ersoy
2017-11 Bringing together
academics, artists,
practitioners and
‘community activists’, this
book explores the
possibilities for, and
tensions of, social justice
work under the
contemporary drive for
community-orientated
‘impact’ in the academy.
Threading a line between
celebratory accounts of
institutionalised community
engagement, self-professed
‘radical’ scholarship for
social change and critical
accounts of the
governmentalisation of
community, the book makes
an original contribution to all
three ﬁelds of scholarship.
Showcasing experimental
research and co-production
practices taking place in the
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UK, Australia, Sweden and
Canada and within
universities, independent
research organisations and
internationally prestigious
museums and galleries, the
book considers what
research impact could look
like for a wide range of
audiences and how
universities could engage
with diﬀerent publics in
ways that would be relevant
and useful, but may not
necessarily be easily
measurable. Asking hard
questions of the current
impact agenda, the book
oﬀers an insight into
emerging routes towards coproduction for social justice.
Madness, Distress and
the Politics of
Disablement Spandler,
Helen 2015-06-16 One of
the ways that scholars and
policy makers have
attempted to address the
problems of madness and
distress is by applying
theories and policies from
disability, including the
social model of disability.
This book brings together
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leading scholars and
activists from Europe, North
America, Australia, and India
to explore the challenges to
that approach and the
relationship among
madness, distress, and
disability.
Pro PHP and jQuery Keith
Wald 2016-02-01 Take
advantage of the improved
performance and reduced
memory requirements of
PHP version 7, and learn to
utilize the new built-in PHP
functions and features such
as typed variable
enforcement with
declare(strict_types=1) and
the new available data
types, scalar type
declarations for function
arguments and return
statements, constant arrays
using deﬁne(), argument
unpacking with the ...
operator, integer division
with intdiv(), the null
coalesce operator, the
spaceship operator, new
exception types, and
improvements to existing
features. Pro PHP and
jQuery, Second Edition is for
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intermediate level
programmers interested in
building web applications
using jQuery and PHP.
Updated for PHP version 7
and the latest version of
jQuery, this book teaches
some advanced PHP
techniques and it shows you
how to take your dynamic
applications to the next
level by adding a JavaScript
layer using the jQuery
framework and APIs. After
reading and using this book,
you'll come away having
built a fully functional PHP
and jQuery web application
that you can reapply as a
template for your own
particular web application.
Pro PHP and jQuery, Second
Edition is for intermediate
level programmers
interested in building web
applications using jQuery
and PHP. Updated for PHP
version 7 and the latest
version of jQuery, this book
teaches some advanced PHP
techniques and it shows you
how to take your dynamic
applications to the next
level by adding a JavaScript
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layer using the jQuery
framework and APIs,
considered the most popular
JavaScript libraries. After
reading and using this book,
you'll come away
understanding a fully
functional PHP using jQuery
web application case study
that you can reapply as a
template for your own
particular web application.
Moreover, from PHP 7, you'll
get uniform variable syntax,
the AST-based compilation
process, the added
Closure::call(), bitwise shift
consistency across
platforms, the (null
coalesce) operator, Unicode
codepoint escape syntax,
return type declarations,
and new and easier
extensions development
with support for redis,
MongoDB and much more.
The Globalization of Musics
in Transit Simone Krüger
2013-12-04 This book traces
the particularities of music
migration and tourism in
diﬀerent global settings, and
provides current, even new
perspectives for
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ethnomusicological research
on globalizing musics in
transit. The dual focus on
tourism and migration is
central to debates on
globalization, and their
examination—separately or
combined—oﬀers a useful
lens on many key questions
about where globalization is
taking us: questions about
identity and heritage,
commoditization, historical
and cultural representation,
hybridity, authenticity and
ownership, neoliberalism,
inequality, diasporization,
the relocation of allegiances,
and more. Moreover, for the
ﬁrst time, these two key
phenomena—tourism and
migration—are studied
conjointly, as well as
interdisciplinary, in order to
derive both parallels and
contrasts. While taking
diverse perspectives in
embracing the
contemporary musical
landscape, the collection
oﬀers a range of research
methods and theoretical
approaches from
ethnomusicology,
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anthropology, cultural
geography, sociology,
popular music studies, and
media and communication.
In so doing, Musics in Transit
provides a rich
exempliﬁcation of the ways
that all forms of musical
culture are becoming
transnational under postglobal conditions, sustained
by both global markets and
musics in transit, and to
which both tourists and
diasporic cosmopolitans
make an important
contribution.
Understanding Energy
and Energy Policy Timothy
Braun 2014-11-13 Activists,
scientists and policymakers
around the world have long
argued that we need to ﬁnd
sustainable and secure
solutions to the world's
energy demands. At issue
for citizens worldwide is
whether we are scientiﬁcally
literate enough to
understand the potential
policy choices before us.
Understanding Energy and
Energy Policy is a one-stop
resource for understanding
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the complexities of energy
policy and the science
behind the utilization of
energy sources. The
multidisciplinary perspective
presented in this book is
necessary for readers to be
able to weigh the
advantages and
disadvantages of potential
energy policies. The book
draws on case studies from
the global North and South,
from countries that are
resource poor and resource
rich, while providing
explanations of the science
and politics behind burning
fossil fuels, and power
created through nuclear
energy, solar energy,
geothermal energy, wind
energy, biofuels and water.
Events - Future, Trends,
Perspectives Kim Werner
2020-04-20
Advanced Ajax Shawn M.
Lauriat 2007-10-15 “I very
much enjoyed how this book
covers the full Ajax
application lifecycle and not
only coding techniques.
Anyone who is looking to
become a professional frontindex-php-events
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end developer will
appreciate the architectural
insight and best practices
delivered by this book.” —
Andi Gutmans, Co-Founder
& Co-Chief Technology
Oﬃcer of Zend Technologies
Mission-Critical Ajax:
Maximizing Scalability,
Performance, Security,
Reliability, and
Maintainability Advanced
Ajax: Architecture and Best
Practices is the deﬁnitive
guide to building businesscritical, production-quality
Web applications with Ajax.
Shawn M. Lauriat
systematically addresses
the design, architecture, and
development issues
associated with Ajax,
oﬀering proven patterns and
robust code examples
available in no other book.
You’ll ﬁnd best practices for
addressing the full spectrum
of issues enterprise Ajax
developers face: scalability,
performance, security,
reliability, ﬂexibility,
maintainability, and
reusability. Writing for
experienced Web
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developers, Lauriat delivers
fresh ideas and elegant
solutions: meaty technical
content, presented with
exceptional clarity. Among
the many topics he covers in
unprecedented depth:
cleanly implementing
JavaScript custom events to
reduce coupling and to
enhance ﬂexibility;
overcoming Ajax’s
traditional accessibility
limitations; reducing
network latency through
compression and other
techniques; and much more.
Coverage includes Planning
Ajax interfaces for
simplicity, clarity, and
intuitiveness Creating
scalable, maintainable
architectures for client-side
JavaScript Using the latest
tools to proﬁle, validate, and
debug client-side code
Architecting the server side
for security and
functionality, while
restricting loaded data,
objects, and actions to
current requests Protecting
against the most widespread
and signiﬁcant Ajax security
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risks Optimizing every
component of an Ajax
application, from server-side
scripts to database
interactions Introducing
cutting-edge Ajax: game
development, Ajax with
canvas, and Ajax for
enterprise applications
About the Web Site This
book’s companion Web site
(http://advancedajax.frozeno.com) doesn’t just provide
all the code: It shows code
examples in action, as
building blocks of a real Web
application interface.
Legal Geography Tayanah
O’Donnell 2019-12-06 This
book is the ﬁrst legal
geography book to explicitly
engage in method. It
complements this by also
bringing together diﬀerent
perspectives on the
emerging school of legal
geography. It explores
human–environment
interactions and showcases
distinct environmental legal
geography scholarship.
Legal Geography:
Perspectives and Methods is
an innovative book
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concerned with a new
relational and material way
of examining our legalspatial world. With chapters
examining natural resource
management, Indigenous
knowledge and political
ecology scholarship, the text
introduces legal geography’s
modes of analysis and
critique. The book explores
topics such as Indigenous
environmental rights, the
impacts of extractive
industries, mediation of
climate change, food,
animal and plant patents,
fossil fuels, mining and
coastal environments based
on empirical, jurisdictional
and methodological insights
from Australia, New Zealand
and the Asia-Paciﬁc to
demonstrate how space and
place are invoked in legal
processes and
contestations, and the
methods that may be
employed to explore these
processes and
contestations. This book
examines the role of legal
geographies in the 21st
century beyond the simple
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“law in action”, and it will
thus appeal to students of
socio-legal studies, human
geography, environmental
studies, environmental
policy, as well as politics and
international relations.
Religion in the Age of ReGlobalization Roland
Benedikter 2021-12-13 This
book provides a concise
introduction into twenty-one
trends that are transforming
the role of religion and
spirituality in “reglobalizing” societies. In
referring to processes of “reglobalization”, the book
draws attention to profound
ongoing changes in the
patterns and mechanisms of
contemporary globalization.
Inter- and transdisciplinary
in its approach, clearly
structured, and easy to
read, the book analyzes the
impact of religious selfunderstanding, rhetoric, and
practice on ﬁve core ﬁelds:
economics, politics, culture,
demography, and
technology. In turn, it
describes the eﬀects of
these ﬁve ﬁelds on religion
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and spirituality themselves.
This book represents a
broad, encompassing
overview of the main
transformations that religion
is undergoing today. Roland
Benedikter combines a “big
picture” approach with a
keen attention to the details
of speciﬁc case studies. With
its clear and accessible
structure and timely
examples, this book is
ideally suited for students of
international relations and
religious studies, and will
also appeal to researchers
engaged in those ﬁelds and
to interested general
readers. The book is also apt
to serve as an
encompassing basis for
contemporary debates in
civil society, including both
grassroots and expert
discussions.
Failed Mark Weisbrot
2015-09-01 Why has the
Eurozone ended up with an
unemployment rate more
than twice that of the United
States more than six years
after the collapse of Lehman
Brothers? Why did the vast
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majority of low- and middleincome countries suﬀer a
prolonged economic
slowdown in the last two
decades of the 20th
century? What was the role
of the International
Monetary Fund in these
economic failures? Why was
Latin America able to
achieve substantial poverty
reduction in the 21st
century after more than two
decades without any
progress? Failed analyzes
these questions, explaining
why these important
economic developments of
recent years have been
widely misunderstood and in
some cases almost
completely ignored. First, in
the Eurozone, Mark Weisbrot
argues that the European
authorities' political agenda,
which included shrinking the
welfare state, reducing
health care, pension, and
other social spending, and
reducing the bargaining
power of labor played a very
important role in prolonging
the Eurozone's ﬁnancial
crisis and pushing it into
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years of recession and mass
unemployment. This
conclusion is based not only
on public statements of
European oﬃcials, but also
on thousands of pages of
documentation from
consultations between the
IMF and European
governments after 2008.
The second central theme of
Failed is that there are
always practical alternatives
to prolonged economic
failure. Drawing on the
history of other ﬁnancial
crises, recessions, and
recoveries, Weisbrot argues
that regardless of initial
conditions, there have been
and remain economically
feasible choices for
governments of the
Eurozone to greatly reduce
unemployment-including the
hardest hit, crisis-ridden
country of Greece. The longterm economic failure of
developing countries, its
social consequences, as well
as the subsequent recovery
in the ﬁrst decade of the
21st century, constitute the
third part of the book's
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narrative, one that has
previously gotten too little
attention. We see why the
International Monetary Fund
has lost inﬂuence in middle
income countries. Failed
also examines the economic
causes and consequences of
Latin America's "second
independence" and rebound
in the twenty-ﬁrst century,
as well as the challenges
that lie ahead.
Independent Evaluation
at the IMF Ruben Lamdany
2012-12-24 This volume
examines how independent
evaluation contributes to the
legitimacy and eﬀectiveness
of the IMF. It describes the
evolution and impact of the
Independent Evaluation
Oﬃce ten years after its
creation as well as the
challenges it has faced. It
also incorporates feedback
from a wide range of
internal and external actors
and oﬀers useful insights for
international organizations,
academics, and other global
stakeholders.
Cyber Mercenaries Tim
Maurer 2018-01-18 Cyber
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Mercenaries explores the
secretive relationships
between states and hackers.
As cyberspace has emerged
as the new frontier for
geopolitics, states have
become entrepreneurial in
their sponsorship,
deployment, and
exploitation of hackers as
proxies to project power.
Such modern-day
mercenaries and privateers
can impose signiﬁcant harm
undermining global security,
stability, and human rights.
These state-hacker
relationships therefore raise
important questions about
the control, authority, and
use of oﬀensive cyber
capabilities. While diﬀerent
countries pursue diﬀerent
models for their proxy
relationships, they face the
common challenge of
balancing the beneﬁts of
these relationships with
their costs and the potential
risks of escalation. This book
examines case studies in
the United States, Iran,
Syria, Russia, and China for
the purpose of establishing
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a framework to better
understand and manage the
impact and risks of cyber
proxies on global politics.
Psychological Components
of Sustainable Peace Peter
T. Coleman 2012-06-15
Scholarship on the
psychology of peace has
been accumulating for
decades. The approach
employed has been
predominantly centered on
addressing and preventing
conﬂict and violence and
less on the conditions
associated with promoting
peace. Concerns around
nuclear annihilation, enemy
images, discrimination,
denial of basic human
needs, terrorism and torture
have been the focal points
of most research. The
Psychological Components
of a Sustainable Peace
moves beyond a preventionorientation to the study of
the conditions for increasing
the probabilities for
sustainable, cooperative
peace. Such a view
combines preventative
scholarship with a
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promotive-orientation to the
study of peaceful situations
and societies. The
contributors to this volume
examine the components of
various psychological
theories that contribute to
the promotion of a
harmonious, sustainable
peace. Underlying this
orientation is the belief that
promoting the ideas and
actions which can lead to a
sustainable, harmonious
peace will not only
contribute to the prevention
of war, but will also lead to
more positive, constructive
relations among people and
nations and to a more
sustainable planet. The
Psychological Components
of a Sustainable Peace is
valuable and stimulating
reading for researchers in
peace psychology, political
psychology, and conﬂict
resolution as well as others
who are interested in
developing a sustainable,
harmonious world.
Formal Methods for
Computational Systems
Biology Marco Bernardo
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2008-05-20 This book
presents a set of 14 papers
accompanying the lectures
of leading researchers given
at the 8th edition of the
International School on
Formal Methods for the
Design of Computer,
Communication and
Software Systems, SFM
2008, held in Bertinoro, Italy
in June 2008. SFM 2008 was
devoted to formal
techniques for
computational systems
biology and covered several
aspects of the ﬁeld,
including computational
models, calculi and logics for
biological systems, and
veriﬁcation and simulation
methods. The ﬁrst part of
this volume comprises nine
papers based on regular
lectures, the second part of
this volume comprises ﬁve
papers based on talks given
by people involved in the
Italian BISCA research
project on Bio-Inspired
Systems and Calculi with
Applications.
Women, Sexuality and
the Political Power of
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Pleasure Susie Jolly
2013-06-13 This pioneering
collection explores the ways
in which positive, pleasurefocused approaches to
sexuality can empower
women. Gender and
development has tended to
engage with sexuality only
in relation to violence and
ill-health. Although this has
been hugely important in
challenging violence against
women, over-emphasizing
these negative aspects has
dovetailed with conservative
ideologies that associate
women’s sexualities with
danger and fear. On the
other hand, the media, the
pharmaceutical industry,
and pornography more
broadly celebrate the
pleasures of sex in ways
that can be just as
oppressive, often implying
that only certain types of
people - young,
heterosexual, able-bodied,
HIV-negative - are eligible
for sexual pleasure. Women,
Sexuality and the Political
Power of Pleasure brings
together challenges to these
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strictures and exclusions
from both the South and
North of the globe, with
examples of activism,
advocacy and programming
which use pleasure as an
entry point. It shows how
positive approaches to
pleasure and sexuality can
enhance equality and
empowerment for all.
National RV Trader,
December 2009 Dominion
Enterprises
Theories of Programming
and Formal Methods
Zhiming Liu 2013-07-24 This
Festschrift volume,
dedicated to He Jifeng on
the occasion of his 70th
birthday in September 2013,
includes 24 refereed papers
by leading researchers,
current and former
colleagues, who
congratulated at a
celebratory symposium held
in Shanghai, China, in the
course of the 10th
International Colloquium on
Theoretical Aspects of
Computing, ICTAC 2013. The
papers cover a broad
spectrum of subjects, from
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foundational and theoretical
topics to programs and
systems issues and to
applications, comprising
formal methods, software
and systems modeling,
semantics, laws of
programming, speciﬁcation
and veriﬁcation, as well as
logics. He Jifeng is known for
his seminal work in the
theories of programming
and formal methods for
software engineering. He is
particularly associated with
Unifying Theories of
Programming (UTP) , the
theory of data reﬁnement
and the laws of
programming, and the rCOS
formal method for object
and component system
construction. His book on
UTP with Tony Hoare has
been widely read and
followed by a large number
of researchers, and it has
been used in many
postgraduate courses. He
was a senior researcher at
Oxford during 1984-1998,
and then a senior research
fellow at the United Nations
University International
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Institute for Software
Technology (UNU-IIST) in
Macau during 1998-2005.
He has been a professor and
currently the Dean of the
Institute of Software
Engineering at East China
Normal University,
Shanghai, China. In 2005,
He Jifeng was elected as an
academician to the Chinese
Academy of Sciences. He
also received an honorary
doctorate from the
University of York. He won a
number of prestigious
science and technology
awards, including a 2nd
prize of Natural Science
Award from the State
Council of China, a 1st prize
of Natural Science Award
from the Ministry of
Education of China, a 1st
prize of Technology
Innovation from the Ministry
of Electronic Industry, and a
number awards from
Shanghai government.
Finish Your Film! Tips
and Tricks for Making an
Animated Short in Maya
Kenny Roy 2014-04-29
Finish Your Film! Tips and
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Tricks for Making an
Animated Short in Maya is a
ﬁrst-of-its-kind book that
walks the reader step-bystep through the actual
production processes of
creating a 3D Short ﬁlm with
Maya. Other books focus
solely on the creative
decisions of 3D Animation
and broadly cover the
multiple phases of
animation production with
no real applicable methods
for readers to employ. This
book shows you how to
successfully manage the
entire Maya animation
pipeline. This book blends
together valuable technical
tips on ﬁlm production and
real-world shortcuts in a
step-by-step approach to
make sure you do not get
lost. Follow along with
author and director Kenny
Roy as he creates a short
ﬁlm in front of your eyes
using the exact same
methods he shows you in
the book. Armed with this
book, you'll be able to
charge forth into the
challenge of creating a short
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ﬁlm, conﬁdent that
creativity will show up on
screen instead of being
stiﬂed by the labyrinth that
is a 3D animation pipeline.
Oxford Handbook of
Neuroethics Judy Illes
2013-02-21 A landmark in
the scientiﬁc literature, the
Oxford Handbook of
Neuroethics presents a
pioneering review of a topic
central to the biosciences. It
breaks new ground in
bringing together leading
neuroscientists,
philosophers, and lawyers to
tackle some of the most
signiﬁcant ethical issues
that face us now and will
continue to do so.
Politics and Pan-Africanism
Dawn Nagar 2019-12-12
Oﬀering an examination of
the diplomatic and economic
regional power structures in
Africa and their relationships
with each other, Dawn
Nagar discusses the
potential and future of panAfricanism. The three
primary regional economic
communities (RECs) that are
recognised by the African
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Union as the key building
blocks of a united Africa are
examined - these are the
Common Market for Eastern
and Southern Africa
(COMESA), the East African
Community (EAC) and the
Southern African
Development Community
(SADC). These RECS include
Africa's major economies –
Egypt, South Africa, and
Kenya but are also home to
Africa's most conﬂict prone
and volatile states – the
Democratic Republic of the
Congo (DRC), Burundi, South
Sudan, Somalia and
Lesotho. Providing a
detailed overview of the
current relationship between
these power blocs, this book
provides insight into the
current state of diplomatic
and economic relations
within Africa and shows how
far there is to go for a future
of Pan-Africanism.
Civic Engagement in Food
System Governance Alan R.
Hunt 2015-10-05 The local
food movement is one of the
most active of current civil
engagement social
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movements. This work
presents primary evidence
from over 900 documents,
interviews, and participant
observations, and provides
the ﬁrst descriptive history
of local food movement
national policy
achievements in the US,
from 1976 to 2013, and in
the UK, from 1991 to 2013,
together with reviews of
both the American and
British local food
movements. It provides a
US-UK comparative context,
signiﬁcantly updating earlier
comparisons of American,
British and European farm
and rural policies. The
comparative perspective
shows that, over time, more
eﬀective strategies for
national policy change
required social-movement
building strategies, such as
collaborative policy
coalitions, capacity-building
for smaller organizations,
and policy entrepreneurship
for joining together separate
rural, farming, food, and
health interests. In contrast,
narrowly-deﬁned single
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issue campaigns often
undermined long-term policy
change, even if short-term
wins emerged. By proﬁling
interviews of American and
English movement leaders,
policymakers, and funders,
the book demonstrates that
democratic participation in
food policy is best supported
when funders incentivize
groups to work together and
overcome their diﬀerences.
Commodity Prices and
Inﬂation Expectations in
the United States Oya
Celasun 2012-03-01 U.S.
monetary policy can remain
extraordinarily
accommodative only if
longer-term inﬂation
expectations stay wellanchored, including in
response to commodity
price shocks. We ﬁnd that oil
price shocks have a
statistically signiﬁcant, but
economically small impact
on longer-term inﬂation
compensation embedded in
U.S. Treasury bonds. The
estimated eﬀect is larger for
the post-crisis period, and
robust to controlling for
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measures of liquidity risk
premia. Oil price shocks are
also correlated with the
variance of longer-term
inﬂation expectations in the
University of Michigan
Survey of Consumers in the
post-crisis period. These
results are not attributable
to looser monetary policy oil price increases were
associated with expectations
of a faster monetary
tightening after the crisis.
Overall, the ﬁndings are
consistent with some impact
of commodity prices on
long-term inﬂation
expectations and/or on
inﬂation rate risk.
Lawyers and the
Construction of
Transnational Justice
YVES DEZALAY 2013-03-01
First Published in 2012.
Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
Nuclear Governance in
the Asia-Paciﬁc Mely
Caballero-Anthony
2022-07-08 The contributors
to this book explore
approaches to building a
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framework for nuclear
governance in the AsiaPaciﬁc – encompassing
nuclear safety, security, and
safeguards/nonproliferation. Nuclear
governance collaboration
oﬀers an avenue for states
in the Asia-Paciﬁc to tackle
the emerging opportunities
for and challenges to the
peaceful uses of nuclear
energy and the civilian
applications of nuclear and
radioactive materials. The
nature of national actions,
bilateral initiatives and
regional cooperation in
capacity building taking
place in East Asia provides a
good foundation to pursue a
more robust collaborative
framework for nuclear
governance in the wider
Asia-Paciﬁc region. The
contributors to this book
explore the most critical
nuclear safety, security and
non-proliferation issues
faced by states in the AsiaPaciﬁc and the growing
cooperation spearheaded by
Southeast Asian countries,
China, Japan, South Korea
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and the United States. This
book is a valuable read for
academics working on
security and strategic
studies, international
relations, non-traditional
security issues as well as
nuclear-related issues.
Performances of Justice
Gabrielle Lynch 2018-08-31
How and why did Kenya's
transitional justice eﬀorts
fail, and what does this say
about the persistence of the
past?
Education in a Multicultural
Cyprus Nicos Anastasiou
2017-08-21 Greek Cypriots,
Turkish Cypriots, Maronites,
Latins, and Armenians have
been the primary historical
communities that make up
the multicultural landscape
of Cyprus. However, the
continuing conﬂict between
the Greek and Turkish
Cypriots has geographically,
socially and psychologically
segregated these
communities, while the
inﬂux of economic migrants,
especially after Cyprus’s
accession to the EU in 2004,
has, in turn, contributed to
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Cyprus’s challenges, arising
from multiculturalism, in an
altogether diﬀerent
perspective. How has
education, over time,
addressed and re-examined
all these issues introduced
by Cyprus’ complex evolving
multiculturalism and ethnic
diversity? How can
education better attend to
current problems of
coexistence in Cyprus, and
what kind of role can it play
in a federal re-united
country? This collection of
essays introduces an
innovative and critical
examination of these
questions in order to provide
relevant answers. More
speciﬁcally, it examines how
formal, non-formal and
informal education
contributed to the creation
and perpetuation of the
Cyprus conﬂict, as well as to
prejudices, inter-ethnic
stereotypes, and
misperceptions. The book
also discusses how
education could contribute
to conﬂict transformation,
empathy and peaceful
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coexistence amongst the
diﬀerent Cypriot
communities, and how this
has been possible in other
multi-ethnic societies. The
volume will be of interest to
students, practitioners, and
researchers interested in
peace education,
multiculturalism and conﬂict
transformation.
Hague Yearbook of
International Law /
Annuaire de La Haye de
Droit International, Vol.
25 (2012) Nikolaos
Lavranos 2013-11-07 The
title of the Edited byHague
Yearbook of International
LawEdited by reﬂects the
close ties which have always
existed between the AAA
and the City of The Hague
with its international law
institutions, and indicates
the Yearbook’s aim of
devoting attention to
developments taking place
in the international law
institutions based in The
Hague. However, the
Yearbook has a broader
scope as well: to oﬀer a
platform for review of new
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developments in the ﬁeld of
international law. As of the
2010 Volume, the Yearbook
will be compiled by a new
and expanded Editorial
Board, oﬀering fresh ideas
and a new approach. A
newly established Advisory
Board has also been added,
including ICJ Judge Bruno
Simma, Serge Brammertz,
Prosecutor of the
International Criminal
Tribunal for the Former
Yugoslavia (ICTY), Jacomijn J.
van Haersolte-van Hof,
advocate (advocaat) at
HaersolteHof and arbitrator
(The Netherlands) and
Professor Peter Hilpold,
Innsbruck University
(Austria). Sections have
been created on public
international law, private
international law,
international investment law
and international criminal
law, containing in-depth
articles on current issues.
The breadth of the
Yearbook’s content thus
oﬀers an interesting and
valuable illustration of the
dynamic developments in
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the various sub-areas of
international law.
I-Bytes Banking Industry
V Gupta 2019-12-24 This
document brings together a
set of latest data points and
publicly available
information relevant for
Banking. We are very
excited to share this content
and believe that readers will
beneﬁt immensely from this
periodic publication
immensely.
Enterprise Web 2.0
Fundamentals Krishna
Sankar 2009-04-17 An
introduction to nextgeneration web technologies
This is a comprehensive,
candid introduction to Web
2.0 for every executive,
strategist, technical
professional, and marketer
who needs to understand its
implications. The authors
illuminate the technologies
that make Web 2.0 concepts
accessible and
systematically identify the
business and technical best
practices needed to make
the most of it. You’ll gain a
clear understanding of
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what’s really new about Web
2.0 and what isn’t. Most
important, you’ll learn how
Web 2.0 can help you
enhance collaboration,
decision-making,
productivity, innovation, and
your key enterprise
initiatives. The authors cut
through the hype that
surrounds Web 2.0 and help
you identify the speciﬁc
innovations most likely to
deliver value in your
organization. Along the way,
they help you assess, plan
for, and proﬁt from usergenerated content, Rich
Internet Applications (RIA),
social networking, semantic
web, content aggregation,
cloud computing, the Mobile
Web, and much more. This
is the only book on Web 2.0
that: Covers Web 2.0 from
the perspective of every
participant and stakeholder,
from consumers to product
managers to technical
professionals Provides a
view of both the underlying
technologies and the
potential applications to
bring you up to speed and
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spark creative ideas about
how to apply Web 2.0
Introduces Web 2.0 business
applications that work, as
demonstrated by actual
Cisco® case studies Oﬀers
detailed, expert insights into
the technical infrastructure
and development practices
raised by Web 2.0 Previews
tomorrow’s emerging
innovations—including “Web
3.0,” the Semantic Web
Provides up-to-date
references, links, and
pointers for exploring Web
2.0 ﬁrst-hand Krishna
Sankar, Distinguished
Engineer in the Software
Group at Cisco, currently
focuses on highly scalable
Web architectures and
frameworks, social and
knowledge graphs,
collaborative social
networks, and intelligent
inferences. Susan A.
Bouchard is a senior
manager with US-Canada
Sales Planning and
Operations at Cisco. She
focuses on Web 2.0
technology as part of the
US-Canada collaboration
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initiative. Understand Web
2.0’s foundational concepts
and component technologies
Discover today’s best
business and technical
practices for proﬁting from
Web 2.0 and Rich Internet
Applications (RIA) Leverage
cloud computing, social
networking, and usergenerated content
Understand the
infrastructure scalability and
development practices that
must be address-ed for Web
2.0 to work Gain insight into
how Web 2.0 technologies
are deployed inside Cisco
and their business value to
employees, partners, and
customers This book is part
of the Cisco Press®
Fundamentals Series. Books
in this series introduce
networking professionals to
new networking
technologies, covering
network topologies, example
deployment concepts,
protocols, and management
techniques. Category:
General Networking Covers:
Web 2.0
Island Tourism
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Sustainability and
Resiliency Michelle McLeod
2022-04-28 This book
provides comprehensive
insight into the challenges
faced by island tourism
destinations and theoretical
and practical paths for built
in sustainability and
resiliency. It explores Island
Tourism Resilience within
the context of ‘Lifecycles,
System Decline and
Resilience’. Tourism is a key
activity for many islands,
and some depend on the
tourism sector as a main
economic activity. An
exploration of islands across
the globe that addresses
substantial matters of
ongoing sustainability and
resiliency is ever important.
An array of challenges
including natural disasters,
climate change, economic
and political crises among
others has been addressed
in the book, with additional
areas such as overtourism
and COVID-19 included at
the conclusion. This volume
is essential reading for
academics, tourism planners
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and policy makers seeking
to develop sustainable and
resilient island destinations.
With a new Foreword,
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Introduction, Conclusion and
Afterword, the chapters in
this book were originally
published in the journal,
Tourism Geographies.
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